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OPINION AND ORDER

The claimant appeals and the respondents cross-appeal

an administrative law judge’s opinion filed July 18, 2011. 

The administrative law judge found that the workers’
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compensation Act was constitutional.  The administrative law

judge found that the claimant failed to prove she was

permanently totally disabled, and that the claimant failed

to prove she was entitled to wage-loss disability.  After

reviewing the entire record de novo, the Full Commission

affirms the administrative law judge’s opinion in part and

reverses in part.  The Full Commission finds that the

workers’ compensation Act is constitutional.  The Full

Commission finds that the claimant failed to prove she was

permanently totally disabled, but that the claimant proved

she was entitled to wage-loss disability in the amount of

25%.  We find that the claimant proved she was entitled to a

change of physician to Dr. Hawk.      

I.  HISTORY

Linda Kathleen Keys, now age 61, testified that she had

an eighth grade education with a GED.  The claimant

testified that her employment history included approximately

five years of work in a hospital cafeteria.  The claimant

was employed for 16 years at Millbrook as a stocker and

puller.  The claimant testified that she began working for

the respondent-employer, Wal-Mart, in 1996.  The claimant

operated cash registers for the respondents and worked in
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various departments, including groceries, hardware, sporting

goods, toys, and gardening.  The parties stipulated that the

claimant sustained a compensable injury to her back on

October 19, 2006.  The claimant testified that she felt a

“pop” and sharp pain in her lower back while lifting a

bicycle.  

The claimant testified that her first treating

physician assigned work restrictions, and that the

respondents initially allowed her to return to work as a

door greeter for one work shift.  The claimant testified,

however, that she was soon returned to work duties which did

not comply with her physical restrictions.  The claimant

began treating with Dr. James B. Blankenship on November 2,

2006: “Ms. Keys is a very pleasant 55-year-old lady who was

injured on October 19, 2006.  She was lifting a scooter and

felt a pop in her back with the acute onset of lower back

pain....Her MRI does demonstrate a disk protrusion at L5-S1

on the left hand side.”  Dr. Blankenship performed an

arthrodesis and fusion in the claimant’s lumbar spine on

January 8, 2007.  Dr. Blankenship noted in March 2007, “She

states that her preoperative back and left leg pain have

completely resolved.  She is very pleased with the outcome
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of her surgery for that, but the pain that she has been

having in her right leg that has been progressively worse is

causing her a significant amount of difficulty....I have

recommended an MRI with and without Gadolinium.  I will then

review this.  It is likely at that time if the MRI does not

show any compressive etiology for her pain then a referral

to see Dr. David Cannon for evaluation and treatment would

be appropriate.”  

Dr. Blankenship subsequently reported in March 2007,

“Mrs. Key’s MRI was reviewed in its entirety today.  It does

not demonstrate any significant neural compression on the

right hand side.  She has a good decompression on the

operative side.  No compressive etiology was noted that

would explain her right lower extremity pain.  My

recommendation is that we get the patient in to see Dr.

David Cannon for evaluation and treatment.”  Dr. R. David

Cannon performed a series of lumbar epidural steroid

injections beginning in April 2007.  The claimant was also

provided another program of physical therapy, and a physical

therapist fitted the claimant with a TENS unit in May 2007.  

Yolanda Kimbrough, R.N., C.R.R.N., provided the

respondent-carrier with a consultation report in July 2007
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and recommended a Functional Capacity Evaluation.  The

claimant participated in a Functional Capacity Evaluation on

August 15, 2007:

Based upon the results of this evaluation, Ms.
Keys is unable to perform tasks that are required
of her pre-injury job.  The job of a stock clerk
is classified at the Heavy physical demands level. 
She performed activities consistent with the less
than sedentary physical demands level.  She is
able to sit and stand on an occasional basis (0-
33% of the day) with frequent need to change
positions.  She is able to walk on a frequent
basis (34-66% of the day).  She is limited in
lifting to the less than sedentary strength demand
level and is limited to lifting less than 10
pounds from 30 inches to overhead.  She completed
all lifts with poor body mechanics.  She had
difficulty and was out of breath with some of the
easier tasks.

Ms. Keys is to follow up with Dr. Blankenship and
all limitations and further treatments are at his
discretion.  It should be noted that Ms. Keys gave
questionable effort and there are inconsistencies
in the reliability of her subjective reports of
pain and limitation.  The results of this
evaluation were reviewed with Ms. Keys at the
conclusion of the evaluation.

  
Dr. Blankenship noted on August 20, 2007, “Mrs. Keys

underwent a functional capacity evaluation on 8/15/07.  I

have reviewed the narrative in its entirety and the

findings.  I am somewhat surprised, but I agree with the

findings that there were significant questions concerning

the reliability.  She did get submaximal effort which can
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always be found in someone who has had chronic pain and a

large operation....Based on the findings of this evaluation

and even the objective findings, the patient cannot return

to work to her pre-injury job.  It is getting to the point

where the patient could return to work.  She could lift up

to 20 pounds safely without creating any significant

problems with her back.  Her arthrodesis is solid and it has

now been over six months since her surgery.  I am afraid in

Mrs. Keys’ situation she is going to fall into the 10% of

patients in our practice and in the literature that do not

respond to arthrodesis even when properly selected.  At six

months out it is very rare that we do not have a patient

returning to work.  The patient had a long course of pain

prior to her surgery and I felt like that it was worthwhile

giving her the full benefit of trying to get her better with

injections and further therapy.  At present, I do not think

that there is really anything else that we can do for her

other than encouraging her to lose weight, continuing to

exercise and get on down the road.  We will discuss with the

patient.  It is my recommendation at present that no further

treatment is warranted.  She will need to be seen by me at
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her one year followup.  This narrative is based on a

reasonable degree of medical certainty.”

The parties stipulated that the claimant “reached

maximum medical improvement and the end of her healing

period on August 27, 2007.”  Dr. Blankenship reported on

August 27, 2007:

At her case manager’s request I have reviewed her
chart and rendered an opinion concerning MMI as
well as an impairment rating.  I have already
addressed the findings of her functional capacity
evaluation.  I do feel like the patient is at MMI.
She has some rather significant limitations that I
placed on her from a standpoint of work. 
Unfortunately, there were some significant
inconsistencies on her functional capacity
evaluation which has lead (sic) me to believe that
there is really nothing else that from either a
surgical standpoint or injection standpoint
would be of benefit.  She knows the exercises she
needs to be doing and she has demonstrated proper
lifting techniques when needed.  She does qualify
for an impairment rating based on the Fourth
Edition AMA Guidelines.  Under the subheading of
table 75, 4C single-level spinal fusion without
residual objective findings, the patient would
quality for a 9% under the subheading of lumbar.
With two additional levels, this would bring her
total impairment to the body as a whole up to 11%. 

I do feel like the patient has reached MMI and no
further treatment at present is likely to bare
(sic) any fruit as far as a recovery.  She has
been advised by my office staff that she needs to
quit walking with a walker due to the fact that
she is becoming rather dependent on this.  I
really do not know anywhere else we can go except
to tell the patient it is time to go ahead and
consider getting back to work with her permanent
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restrictions and getting on with her life.  She
has readily admitted with each office visit that
she is significantly better than she was
preoperatively, but the inconsistencies on her FCE
are concerning to me and I do not feel like that
any further treatment is likely to bare (sic)
fruit.  

This narrative is based on a reasonable degree of
medical certainty and a review of the patient’s
entire chart as well as most recent functional
capacity evaluation.

Dr. Blankenship signed an Excuse Slip on August 27,

2007 indicating that the claimant was released to return to

work on August 28, 2007.  Dr. Blankenship assigned the

following restrictions: “No lifting greater than 20 lbs., no

bending or stooping, no prolonged standing over 4 hrs, no

prolonged sitting over 2 hrs.”   

The respondents’ attorney examined the claimant at

deposition:

Q.  After Dr. Blankenship released you in August
of 2007, how many different jobs did Wal-Mart
offer you?

A.  When I went back to work, they put me back to
stocking.  

Q.  Okay.  When did you go back to work?

A.  It was, I think it was August, it was either
the 25th or 28th.  I’m not for sure....

Q.  And who put you back to work as a stocker?
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A.  Larry Phillips.  Well, Larry wasn’t there, but
that’s what was said, that was to to go to 46. 
But John, I think it was John that - I don’t
remember his last name.

Q.  Okay.  When you were released by Dr.
Blankenship, were you given any restrictions?

A.  I, I, I wasn’t released - I didn’t know I was
released until Yolanda called me and told me Dr.
Blankenship released me....

Q.  What was Larry Phillips’ title at Wal-Mart, at
that time?

A.  He was store supervisor.  But I, I’m not sure
if I, I’m trying to figure out which one I talked
to first, whether it was Debbie or whether it was
Larry or whether it was Ann.  Because there was a
lot of confusion of what I was supposed to be
doing.  And I’m, you know, I remember I talked to
one of them, and they said that I would be a door
greeter, and then, and I told them, I said, well,
Larry had said department 46.  And I said, but
whichever, you know.  And I said, which do you
want me to do.  And they said do whatever Larry
tells you to do.  

Q.  So did you get, regardless of who made these
comments after it was, door greeter or department
46, did you ever get with Larry to see exactly
what he wanted you to do?

A.  They put me in department 46 that night I went
in.

Q.  Okay.  And what is department 46?

A.  It’s health and beauty aids, make-up, shampoo,
eyeliner.  I mean, it’s, you have a variety -
virtually, what it is is like cosmetic, health and
beauty.  It depends on which end of it they put
you at.
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Q.  Okay.  And what job were you doing in
department 46?

A.  The cart that they gave me to start on was,
had shampoo in it, hair spray.  It, well, now, it
may have been shampoo.  It may have been bubble
bath.  I’m not for sure.

Q.  Were you given the job of stocking?

A.  Yes, sir.  

Q.  Okay.  Did doing that require you to lift more
than 20 pounds?

A.  No, but it required, you have to get down and
put stuff on the lower shelves, the peg hooks. 
You, you have to, you know, there’s, when you come
to an item, there, you, you have to find where
that item goes.  And no matter where it goes,
you have to put it there.  And I was walking with
a cane.  

Q.  How long did you do that job for?

A.  About an hour and 20 minutes.  

Q.  And after an hour and 20 minutes, what did you
do?

A.  I went home.  I got a hold of the, I got a
hold of one of the girls that was down on the
aisle and told them to go get John or Sandy.  And
John come and he walked me out of the store and to
my pickup, and by that time I was throwing
up....

Q.  So you didn’t, you acknowledge they offered
you a job as a door greeter in August of 2007?

A.  If I’m to believe it, yes, sir.  

Q.  Well, did he speak the words, you can be a
door greeter?
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A.  Yes, sir.

Q.  Okay.  Did anyone else, after you were
released by Dr. Blankenship, tell you you could be
a door greeter other than Larry?

A.  I think Yolanda said she was going to talk to
Larry....

Q.  But did anyone else offer you or have
discussions with you about being a door greeter
other than Larry and Yolanda?

A.  No, sir, I don’t think so.     

Yolanda Kimbrough noted, “Dr. Blankenship released her

back to work with restrictions of no lifting greater than

20#, no bending or stooping, no prolonged standing over 4

hours, no prolonged sitting over 2 hours.  She returned to

work on August 28, but decided after working one day that

she could not continue to work for fear of falling and

injuring herself.  She turned in her resignation.  Dr.

Blankenship gave her permanent partial impairment rating of

11% to the whole body.”  The parties stipulated that the

respondents “accepted an 11% permanent anatomical impairment

rating, which has been paid.”  

Yolanda Kimbrough provided a Closure Report on

September 15, 2007 and stated in part:

• 08/29/07 Phone call IW - informed her of
conversation with the store manager and that he
would make sure that they would meet the
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restrictions recommended for now.  He would be
closing the store this evening; encouraged her to
speak with him about her concerns.  She stated
that “I know when I go back they will do what they
want to do with me.  The last time I was supposed
to be at the door, I spent one night doing it,
then they told me to stock.”  She stated that she
wants to be able to walk and sit, assured her that
this was discussed with the store manager.  She
added that she wants to put her health first, and
not going to take any chances, standing on the
concrete floor is very hard on her.  She expressed
that she is afraid that she would fall due to her
leg weakness and pain, fearing that she would
break her hip.  She thanked this case manager for
the effort and time spent getting her help, but
she has decided to quit her job....

The parties stipulated that the claimant “was granted a

change of physician to Dr. Chakales on July 21, 2009.”  Dr.

Chakales examined the claimant on August 5, 2009 and

diagnosed “1.  Status post op lumbar laminectomy and fusion. 

2.  Chronic pain syndrome.  DISCUSSION: I will see this lady

in 3 weeks.  I have given her Darvocet for pain.”  The

respondents paid for the claimant’s initial visit with Dr.

Chakales but controverted any additional treatment with Dr.

Chakales beyond the initial visit.  The claimant testified

at deposition that she continued to suffer from chronic and

acute pain in her back and both legs.  The claimant

testified that she experienced frequent falling as a result

of pain and numbness in her back and legs.
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Robert White corresponded with the claimant’s attorney

on April 29, 2010:

Per your request, I conducted a vocational
assessment on your client, Ms. Linda Keys....at
your office in Mountain Home, Arkansas on
Thursday, April 22, 2010.  Interview time one
hour.

Specific request asked for job and wage
information related to your client’s ability
to return to any work, including past employment
as a stocker with Wal-Mart, in the local economy,
described as Harrison, Boone County, Arkansas....

During this interview Linda literally stood the
entire interview constantly moving, shifting
position and pacing back and forth.  She obviously
cannot get comfortable and based on her
considerable back surgery and functional
capacities assessment she is not capable of any
work including entry level unskilled work at the
sedentary level.  

She does not meet the criteria of sedentary work
and she is not capable of performing other
physical activities on even the most limited
basis.

She has an excellent work history and is “worn
out”.  She has no skills, lacks formal education
and would not be competitive with others....

I have no recommendations for this lady
vocationally and wish her the best.

    
Dr. James Hawk examined the claimant on July 20, 2010. 

Dr. Hawk’s impression was “Degenerative disc disease, Neck

pain/strain, low back pain/strain - status post surgical

intervention, peripheral neuropathy, Nicotine/Tobacco abuse,
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obesity, muscle spasms, osteoarthritis, degenerative joint

disease, psoriasis, H/O hepatitis, chronic pain syndrome,

peptic ulcer disease, melancholia.”  Dr. Hawk prescribed

medication and recommended conservative treatment.  The

claimant followed up with Dr. Hawk on August 20, 2010,

September 20, 2010, and October 20, 2010.    

A pre-hearing order was filed on November 15, 2010. 

The claimant contended that she was permanently and totally

disabled as a result of her compensable injury.  The

claimant alternately contended that she was entitled to an

award of wage-loss disability.  The claimant contended that

she “has not been able to work due to her ongoing medical

problems related to her compensable back injury.”  The

claimant contended that she was “entitled to reasonable and

necessary medical treatment under the direction of Dr.

Harold Chakales.  The medical treatment recommended by Dr.

Chakales is reasonable and necessary and related to the

claimant’s compensable back injury.”  

The respondents contended that the claimant was not

permanently totally disabled and that the claimant was not

entitled to wage-loss disability.  The respondents contended

that the claimant “was offered a job within her
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restrictions, which she refused.”  The respondents contended

that they “have paid all authorized, reasonable, and

necessary medical treatment and the treatment recommended by

Dr. Chakales is not reasonable or necessary.”

The parties agreed to litigate the following issues:

1.  Constitutional issues.
2.  Entitlement to permanent and total disability
benefits or in the alternative wage-loss
disability.
3.  Entitlement to reasonable and necessary
medical treatment by Dr. Harold Chakales.  
4.  Controverted attorney fees.

The claimant followed up with Dr. Hawk on January 3,

2011.  A hearing was held on March 30, 2011.  At that time,

the claimant’s attorney stated that Dr. Chakales’ health was

failing, and that the claimant requested to treat with Dr.

Hawk at the respondents’ expense.  The claimant testified

that her condition had improved following prescriptions for

medication by Dr. Hawk.      

An administrative law judge filed an opinion on July

18, 2011.  The administrative law judge found that the

claimant did not prove she was permanently totally disabled,

and that the claimant did not prove she was entitled to any

wage-loss disability.  The administrative law judge found

that the claimant was entitled to additional medical
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treatment in the form of pain management.  The claimant

appeals to the Full Commission and the respondents cross-

appeal.

II.  ADJUDICATION

A.  Wage Loss

The wage-loss factor is the extent to which a

compensable injury affects a person’s ability to earn a

livelihood.  Rice v. Georgia-Pacific Corp., 72 Ark. App.

148, 35 S.W.3d 328 (2000).

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-522(b)(Repl. 2002) provides:

(1) In considering claims for permanent partial
disability benefits in excess of the employee’s
percentage of permanent physical impairment, the
Workers’ Compensation Commission may take into
account, in addition to the percentage of
permanent physical impairment, such factors as the
employee’s age, education, work experience, and
other matters reasonably expected to affect his or
her future earning capacity.  
(2) However, so long as an employee, subsequent to
his or her injury, has returned to work, has
obtained other employment, or has a bona fide and
reasonably obtainable offer to be employed at
wages equal to or greater than his or her average
weekly wage at the time of the accident, he or she
shall not be entitled to permanent partial
disability benefits in excess of the percentage of
permanent physical impairment established by a
preponderance of the medical testimony and
evidence.  
(c)(1) The employer or his or her workers’
compensation insurance carrier shall have the
burden of proving the employee’s employment, or
the employee’s receipt of a bona fide offer to be
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employed, at wages equal to or greater than his or
her average weekly wage at the time of the
accident.

“Permanent total disability” means inability, because

of compensable injury or occupational disease, to earn any

meaningful wages in the same or other employment.  Ark. Code

Ann. §11-9-519(e)(1)(Repl. 2002).  The burden of proof shall

be on the employee to prove inability to earn any meaningful

wage in the same or other employment.  Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-

519(e)(2)(Repl. 2002).

In the present matter, the claimant is age 61.  The

claimant dropped out of school in the eighth grade but

obtained a GED in adulthood.  The claimant’s employment

history consists of five years of hospital cafeteria work,

then approximately 16 years working for a company as a

stocker and puller.  The claimant became employed with the

respondents in 1996.  The claimant worked the cash registers

and performed occasional manual labor, which labor included

stocking shelves.  The parties stipulated that the claimant

sustained a compensable injury to her back while lifting a

bicycle on October 19, 2006.  Dr. Blankenship performed an

arthrodesis and fusion in the claimant’s lumbar spine on

January 8, 2007.  The claimant participated in a Functional
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Capacity Evaluation (FCE) on August 15, 2007.  The results

of the FCE indicated that the claimant was “unable to

perform tasks that are required of her pre-injury job.  The

job of a stock clerk is classified at the Heavy physical

demands level.”  

Dr. Blankenship reviewed the FCE and noted on August

20, 2007, “the patient cannot return to her pre-injury job. 

It is getting to the point where the patient could return to

work.  She could lift up to 20 pounds safely without

creating any significant problems with her back.  Her

arthrodesis is solid and it has now been over six months

since her surgery....At six months out it is very rare that

we do not have a patient returning to work.”  The parties

stipulated that the claimant reached maximum medical

improvement and the end of her healing period for her

compensable injury on August 27, 2007.  Dr. Blankenship

stated on August 27, 2007, “I really do no know anywhere

else we can go except to tell the patient it is time to go

ahead and consider getting back to work with her permanent

restrictions and getting on with her life.”  Dr. Blankenship

released the claimant to return to work with the following

restrictions: “No lifting greater than 20 lbs., no bending
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or stooping, no prolonged standing over 4 hrs., no prolonged

sitting over 2 hrs.”  

The claimant’s testimony indicated that she attempted

to return to work on or about August 28, 2007, but that the

respondents “put me back to stocking.”  The claimant

testified that she was walking with a cane but that the

respondents required her “to get down and put stuff on the

lower shelves, the peg hooks.”  It would appear in the

present matter that the job of stocking shelves would

violate Dr. Blankenship’s assigned restrictions of no

bending or stooping.  The claimant testified that she worked

in this capacity for approximately one hour before becoming

ill, leaving the store, and voluntarily resigning her

employment with the respondents.  According to a report

submitted by Yolanda Kimbrough, a store manager subsequently

indicated that the respondents “would meet the restrictions

recommended for now [emphasis supplied].”  The claimant has

not again attempted to return to work for the respondent-

employer.  

The Full Commission finds that the instant claimant did

not prove she was permanently totally disabled.  The Full

Commission assigns zero probative weight to Robert White’s
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conclusion that the claimant “is not capable of any work

including entry level unskilled work at the sedentary

level.”  We assign greater evidentiary weight to Dr.

Blankenship’s opinion, “She could lift up to 20 pounds

safely without creating any significant problems with her

back.”  The claimant’s testimony indicated that she was able

to perform gardening work at home while crouched on her

hands and knees.  The claimant also testified that she was

able to perform at least some limited household tasks, and

the claimant also testified that she can walk and ride a

stationary bicycle.  The claimant is only age 61.  The

record and testimony indicated that the claimant is an

intelligent lady with a formerly good work ethic and stable

employment history.  

The claimant’s demonstrated lack of interest in

returning to any gainful employment is an impediment to the

Commission’s full assessment of the claimant’s loss of wage-

earning ability.  City of Fayetteville v. Guess, 10 Ark.

App. 313, 663 S.W.2d 946 (1984).  The claimant’s lack of

interest in returning to any work within her physical

restrictions is also a factor the Commission can consider in

determining that the claimant’s wage-loss disability is not
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as great as she claims it to be.  Id, citing Oller v.

Champion Parts Rebuilders, 5 Ark. App. 307, 635 S.W.2d 276

(1982).  Based on the evidence in the present matter, the

Full Commission finds that the claimant did not prove she

was unable to earn any meaningful wage in the same or other

employment.  We therefore affirm the administrative law

judge’s finding, “12.  The claimant failed to prove by a

preponderance of the evidence that she has been rendered

permanently and totally disabled by her compensable injury

of October 19, 2006.”  

However, the Full Commission does not affirm the

administrative law judge’s finding that the claimant did not

prove she was entitled to any wage-loss disability.  Dr.

Blankenship has assigned the claimant an 11% anatomical

impairment rating as a result of the claimant’s compensable

injury and surgery.  The evidence plainly shows that the

claimant is no longer physically able to perform stocking

and shelving work for the respondents.  The August 15, 2007

Functional Capacity Evaluation indicated, “Ms. Keys is

unable to perform tasks that are required of her pre-injury

job.  The job of a stock clerk is classified at the Heavy

physical demands level.”  As we have noted, Dr. Blankenship
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opined that the claimant “cannot return to her pre-injury

job.”  Dr. Blankenship assigned the following permanent

restrictions: “No lifting over 20 lbs., no bending or

stooping, no prolonged standing over 4 hrs., no prolonged

sitting over 2 hrs.”  

The respondents in the present matter did not prove

that they extended to the claimant a bona fide and

reasonably obtainable job offer at wages equal to or greater

than the claimant’s average weekly wage at the time of the

accident.  The Full Commission has described at length the

claimant’s testimony that, when she attempted to return to

work following Dr. Blankenship’s release, the respondents

assigned job duties which exceeded the claimant’s physical

restrictions.  Ms. Kimbrough noted a store manager’s

statement afterward that the respondents would meet the

claimant’s physical restrictions “for now.”  Even if the

respondents did eventually decide to offer the claimant a

job as a door greeter, the record does not demonstrate that

such a position was intended to be permanent.  Based on the

claimant’s age, education, work experience, and lack of

motivation to return to work within her physical

restrictions, the Full Commission finds that the claimant
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proved she sustained wage-loss disability in the amount of

25%.  

B.  Change of Physician

The parties stipulated that the claimant was granted a

change of physician to Dr. Chakales on July 21, 2009.  The

respondents paid for the claimant’s visit with Dr. Chakales

on August 5, 2009 but controverted any additional treatment

with Dr. Chakales.  The record indicates that the claimant

treated with Dr. Hawk on July 20, 2010, August 20, 2010,

September 20, 2010, October 20, 2010, and January 3, 2011. 

Because the claimant was previously granted a change of

physician from Dr. Blankenship to Dr. Chakales, any

subsequent treatment the claimant received from Dr. Hawk was

not authorized and was not the respondents’ responsibility. 

The claimant’s attorney stated at the March 30, 2011 hearing

that the claimant had begun treating with Dr. Hawk, without

a referral from Dr. Chakales, because Dr. Chakales’ health

was deteriorating.

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-514(b)(Repl. 2002) provides:

“Treatment or services furnished or prescribed by any

physician other than the ones selected according to the

foregoing, except emergency treatment, shall be at the
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claimant’s expense.”  Because Dr. Hawk was not an authorized

physician, his treatment to date shall be at the claimant’s

expense.  However, we take judicial notice that Dr. Chakales

died on December 13, 2011.  Dr. Chakales’ passing occurred

subsequent to the hearing in his matter and after the

parties filed briefs on appeal.  Because the doctor to whom

the claimant was granted a change of physician has died, the

change of physician order has effectively been nullified. 

Accordingly, the Full Commission grants the claimant a

change of physician to Dr. Hawk as if the claimant’s first

change of physician never occurred.

Based on our de novo review of the entire record, the

Full Commission affirms the administrative law judge’s

finding that the workers’ compensation Act is

constitutional.  The Full Commission again reminds the

claimant’s attorney that the Arkansas Court of Appeals has

firmly and repeatedly rejected his arguments regarding

constitutionality of the law.  See Sykes v. Kings Ready Mix,

Inc., 2011 Ark. App. 271, ___ S.W.3d ___ (2011), citing

Rippe v. Delbert Hooten Logging, 100 Ark. App. 227, 266

S.W.3d 217 (2007), Murphy v. Forsgren, 99 Ark. App. 223, 258

S.W.3d 794 (2007), and Long v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 98
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Ark. App. 70, 250 S.W.3d 263 (2007).  The respondents’

attorney has not requested applicable sanctions or costs

with regard to counsel’s conduct in this regard.

The Full Commission affirms the administrative law

judge’s finding that the claimant did not prove she was

permanently totally disabled.  We find, however, that the

claimant proved she sustained wage-loss disability in the

amount of 25% exceeding the claimant’s 11% anatomical

impairment.  The claimant proved that the October 19, 2006

compensable injury was the major cause of her 11% anatomical

impairment and 25% wage-loss disability.  The claimant

proved she was entitled to a change of physician to Dr.

Hawk.  The claimant’s attorney is entitled to fees for legal

services in accordance with Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-715(Repl.

2002).  For prevailing in part on appeal to the Full

Commission, the claimant’s attorney is entitled to an

additional fee of five hundred dollars ($500), pursuant to

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-715(b)(Repl. 2002).

IT IS SO ORDERED.

                                                       
                        A. WATSON BELL, Chairman

                                                       
                        PHILIP A. HOOD, Commissioner
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Commissioner McKinney dissents.

DISSENTING OPINION

          I must respectfully dissent from the majority

opinion finding that the claimant has proven entitlement to

wage-loss disability in the amount of 25%.  Based upon my de

novo review of the record, without giving the benefit of the

doubt to either party, I find that the claimant has failed

to meet her burden of proof. 

Arkansas Code Annotated § 11-9-522(b)(2) clearly states:

However, so long as an employee,
subsequent to his or her injury, has
returned to work, has obtained other
employment, or has a bona fide and
reasonably obtainable offer to be
employed at wages equal to or greater
than his or her average weekly wage at
the time of the accident, he or she
shall not be entitled to permanent
partial disability benefits in excess of
the percentage of permanent physical
impairment established by a
preponderance of the medical testimony
and evidence.

          The claimant readily admitted that she was offered

employment by respondent to be a door greeter where she

could sit or stand as she needed, an offer which clearly

fell within her restrictions.  This offer of employment is

further confirmed in a note summarizing the claimant’s

telephone conversation with the store manager, Larry Phelps. 
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Respondent’s exhibit No. 2 documents several attempts by

respondents to contact the claimant on August 31, 2007,

September 4, 2007, and September 5, 2007.  The claimant

returned the call on September 5, 2007, and was advised that

the store manager was on a conference call, but that he did

want to speak with the claimant and that they would call her

back after the conference call.  At 11:15 on September 5,

2007, the store manager finally spoke with the claimant to

offer her a position as a door greeter with a chair where

all she had to do was greet customers.  This document

verifies the claimant’s refusal of this offer noting that

the claimant was “afraid of falling - she just didn’t want

to take the chance of this.” Moreover, this document

confirms Mr. Phelps’s offer to assist the claimant and that

he advised the claimant during this conversation to let him

know if there was anything he could do for her.  The

claimant offered testimony with regard to this offer of

employment.  Specifically, the claimant testified that when

Mr. Phelps offered her the position as a door greeter, she

reminded him of her previous experience on light duty where

she was assigned to be a door greeter when she was initially

injured but was removed from that position by the night

manager and was “made to go back to throwing freight...”  In
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essence, the claimant accused Mr. Phelps of lying to her. 

The claimant admitted that Mr. Phelps asked why the claimant

had never brought her situation to his attention, to which

she advised that she simply did what she was told and that

she thought he should have known what was going on since he

was management.  However, on further cross-examination, the

claimant admitted that she was aware of respondents’ open-

door policy and that she knew that she could have

confidentially gone over the night managers head to complain

about how he did not abide with her restrictions, yet she

never spoke up for herself.  

          In finding that the claimant was not offered a

bona fide offer of employment within her restrictions, the

majority has found that the claimant’s previous experience

on light duty as a door greeter where her restrictions were

not followed and she was almost immediately removed from

that position is evidence that the latest offer to work as a

door greeter was not to be a permanent position.  In

reaching this finding, the majority has relied upon the

nurse case manager, Yolanda Kimbrough’s, closure report

wherein she documented her phone call with Larry Phelps, the

store manager.  In this report, Ms. Kimbrough noted, “Phone

call IW - informed her of conversation with the store
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manager and that he would make sure that they would meet the

restrictions recommended for now....”  Ms. Kimbrough is not

an employee of respondents, but rather an nurse case manager

that was hired to oversee the medical management of the

claimant’s workers’ compensation injury.   As such, Ms.

Kimbrough’s qualifying remarks in her report that the

restrictions would be met “for now” are her words and are

not, in any way, a part of the offer of employment to the

claimant to be a door greeter.  In fact, once the store

manager was made aware of the claimant’s need to work with

restrictions as a door greeter the evidence reveals that he

offered to assist the claimant. The claimant even admitted

that Mr. Phelps told her that she could come back to work as

a door greeter and sit and stand as needed and nothing else.

Neither the claimant’s testimony regarding the offer made by

Mr. Phelps, nor the summary of the actual telephone

conversation state or imply that the offer was intended to

be temporary.

          I find that the respondents made a bona fide offer

of employment to the claimant as a door greeter in September

of 2007.  This offer was summarized in Respondents Exhibit

No. 2 which was stipulated by the parties to be “a good

summary of what went on.”  The claimant even corroborated
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through her testimony that she was offered a job to return

to work as a door greeter where she could sit or stand as

needed where all she would have to do was greet customers. 

Even after being assured by the store manager that he would

not allow the claimant to be pulled from the door to throw

freight as had previously happened, the claimant still

refused this offer. Accordingly, I find that a bona fide

offer was made to the claimant within her restrictions which

she refused.  Therefore, pursuant to A.C.A. § 11-9-522(b)(2)

the claimant is not entitled to any permanent partial

disability benefits over and above her physical impairment

rating.  

          Accordingly, I must respectfully dissent from the

majority’s award of benefits. 

                                 
KAREN H. MCKINNEY, COMMISSIONER


